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Meet Bruce: An Institute faculty member for the past eight years who enjoys teaching at Institute because it helps him keep current as he
prepares to instruct the executives who attend. He spends his free time volunteering with community organizations, and when asked whom he
would want to meet if he could meet anyone, his response was Abraham Lincoln.

What do you like the most about teaching at Institute?
Institute keeps me current and gives me an opportunity to continue to know what is new and cutting edge in the fields of chambers and
associations.  My preparation always gets me on the internet, finding new publications and talking to colleagues to find out what I can add to my
curriculum. In order to be effective as a faculty member, I find myself needing to be a better student.

How long have you been teaching at Institute?

I have had the good fortune of being on the Institute faculty for eight years.  Each experience energizes me.

What’s been the most rewarding part about teaching at Institute? 

Institute has provided me with a group of professional friends and each Institute is like a reunion.  I have also been able to develop some long
term relationships with a number of organizations which have been most rewarding.

What is your favorite course to teach at Institute and why?

Customer Service and Member Retention are both filled with great stories, are very interactive with the participants and always get me charged
up.  We are in business to satisfy our members and these two courses represent every chamber's and association’s reason for being.

What is your profession when not involved in Institute?

Half of my clients are large physician groups.  The others are chambers, associations and a few small businesses.  In most instances, I am
involved in strategic planning, business development, customer satisfaction and executive or physician mentoring.

What is your proudest accomplishment?

Personally I am very proud of my sons, daughter-in-laws and grandchildren.  My wife, Annie and I have the perfect balance of family and
work.   I have served as president of several not-for-profit boards, and I get great pleasure in knowing that I am touching other lives with the
work we are doing in the community.
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How did you get involved with the nonprofit industry?

I started as an executive with Neiman Marcus.  Twenty years ago I went out on my own and began offering human resource services and
customer satisfaction programs to clients.  It was apparent that assisting organizations to understand how to treat their employees so that the
customers had a better experience were services that reached across all lines.  A customer service presentation at ASAE actually launched me
into the nonprofit industry.

If you could meet anyone in the world, who would it be and why?

I have always been fascinated with leadership and would like to have served in the cabinet with Abraham Lincoln.   Trying to hold together a
divided country, surrounding himself with the people who campaigned against him and dealing with massive obstacles would have been a
terrific learning experience.  

In your free time, what do you do for fun?

I spend a great deal of time volunteering in the community.  I also enjoy hiking in the mountains that surround our home in Henderson,
Nevada.   Playing Grandfather is also very high on the list.

Do you have a website, blog, or social media page where we could read more about you?

www.InnovationsInManagement.com
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